For many institutions, online and hybrid courses have become essential tools for meeting strategic goals. That makes it imperative that more faculty members adopt and use your learning management system (LMS). With Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform, faculty resistance to this step goes away because it offers a simplified, time-saving experience.

**Foster creativity in traditional and online classes**

Built to encourage LMS adoption and improve the way online and hybrid courses are designed, Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform bundles the administrative and academic sides of course management in one efficient solution. This means faculty and staff spend less time on tasks like creating course shells, managing course content and collaboration tools, and entering grades.

Because Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform fosters faculty engagement with the LMS, it has helped higher education institutions increase faculty LMS adoption by as much as 50 percent. Streamlined processes and greater faculty interaction also has a positive impact on the student experience, so institutions gain an environment ripe for successful online learning.

**A better experience for faculty**

Faculty spend considerable time managing course content and communications, especially when they teach multiple courses with online components. For example, some systems require them to maintain grades in two or more places, but Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform eliminates this unnecessary burden.

For faculty and students alike it features real-time data synchronization of grades, course sections and content, academic terms, calendaring, and notifications. It ensures that LMS-related data flows seamlessly and automatically between campus applications such as Banner® by Ellucian, Colleague® by Ellucian, the Ellucian Portal, Ellucian Mobile. Even custom applications get the same integration with designated APIs, web services and plugins.

With Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform, faculty access and control all administrative functions for courses, including collaboration and communication tools, via a single web page. With this simplified approach faculty gain the equivalent of a virtual teaching assistant to help them:

- Create courses and sections automatically, based on established institutional criteria
- Manage, deliver, and reuse curricular materials
- Enter grades in a single location in just three clicks

The Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform has proven to be an effective way to get more faculty to engage more robustly in an institution’s LMS. Institutions using Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform have increased faculty LMS adoption by 15 to 50 percent or more.
A better experience for students

The Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform helps students be more productive and focused by managing both their administrative and academic tasks through a single interface. It creates a virtual student services office where users can:

- Engage single sign-on to email, web forms, learning management, and more
- Obtain instant access to course information upon enrollment (or when the institution decides)
- Access critical class information, including notifications, consolidated in one location
- Receive automatic updates to calendars and to-do lists
- Review class announcements and assignments via mobile device

Significant efficiencies for institutions

In addition to saving time for faculty, students, and staff, the Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform saves institutions money. Its out-of-the-box interoperability with Banner, Colleague, and various campus applications enables both faculty and students to work from a single interface, making it the ideal solution for institutions currently using multiple learning management systems.

The Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform creates a teaching and learning environment that:

- Lowers data management costs with real-time integration with administrative and course management systems
- Minimizes password reset and support requests and eliminates the need for multiple logins
- Reduces the time required by IT to maintain and support custom-batch provisioning
- Gives faculty and students immediate access to their courses, which minimizes support calls from panicked students wondering why their registration isn’t showing

Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform makes it easy to reuse centralized content and course materials—critical factors for institutions considering an LMS. Many institutions have realized as much as 50 percent cost savings when using Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform and migrating from a legacy system to an LMS such as Moodle.

A powerful solution for multiple stakeholders

Among other specific benefits, the Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform eliminates the need for users to log into each course separately to see updates. It displays and consolidates all class information, including student notifications, into designated Banner or Colleague applications. It automatically integrates courses directly into the LMS from Banner or Colleague based on the institution’s schedule. Grade entries are synchronized in real time from the LMS grade book, and when Retention Alert is licensed, Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform shares information about at-risk students with designated parties.

With Ellucian Intelligent Learning Platform, institutions:

- Streamline faculty and student work flows from a fully integrated, real-time solution
- Deliver sophisticated grade entry and submission functionality
- Provide email, blog, wiki, chat, and discussion board tools in one place to keep communication dynamic
- Accrue efficiency from the ability to create education plans, track student progress, and identify at-risk students
- Engender user satisfaction from performance dashboards, advanced assessment tools, and the latest teaching and communication tools in both the traditional and the anytime/anywhere classroom
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